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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that pion dynamics dominates deutron asymptotic observables,

especially TJ , the DfS ratio and Q, the quadrupole moment. However, as

pointed out by several authors^. ' / , this dominance is not complete, since there are

many other mechanisms that can contribute. Among these, the main ones may be

expected to be the pion-nucleon form factor and both correlated and uncorrelated

multipion exchanges.

In a previous paper , we have discussed a procedure, employing a toy potential,

that allows the unambiguous determination of the pion contribution to deuteron

asymptotic observables as function of the pion-nucleon coupling constant. This

means that the combined knowledge of the experimental value of this constant and of

deuteron observ?bles could allow one to assess the importance of non-pionic processes.

The question that now arises is to determine whether it is possible to disentangle

the various individual effects. In this paper we tackle this problem in the frame-

work of a specific model for the nucleon-nucleon interaction, namely the potential

developed by the Tourreil, Rouben and Sprung ( T R S ) : Our motivation for this

choice stems from the fact that this potential incorporates the necessary dynamics,

reproduce well bound state and continuous observables and is relatively simple. It

is worth noting, however, that our procedure is independent of this particular choice

and can be easily extended to other interactions.

The predictions of the TRS potential for 77 and Q and the corresponding pionic

values for the same binding energy and strength of the n N coupling constant are

displayed in table I. It is possible to see that one is dealing with effects of the order

of 5%.



TABLE I

TRS

PION

TjX 100

2.617

2.722

QPIA% (fm3)

0.3551

0.3744

In order to isolate the various individual dynamical contributions to the asymp-

totic constants, we construct in section II a hybrid potential, containing various free

parameters that allow the interpolation between the toy and TRS potentials. The

basic idea is to start from the toy results and then turn on, one by one, the vari-

ous non pionic effects and study their contributions to observables. This is done in

section III, where we also present our conclusions.

II. THE HYBRID POTENTIAL

The Schrôdinger equation for our problem is written as

• u" - (a2 + m Vc) u = y/$mVTu>

w " - f a 2 + — + mVbJ w =

(1)

(2)

where u and w are the usual S and D components of the deuteron wave function,

Vp indicates the combination

VD = Vc- 2VT - + + 9VL12 (3)

and Vc i Vj, Vis, Vtf and Vn2 are respectively the central, tensor, spin orbit,

quadratic orbital angular momentum and quadratic spin-orbit components of the

NN potential. These terms are taken to be linear combinations of contributions

coming from both toy and TR.S potentials. The former contains an OPEP tail and is

regularized at the origin by means of monopole form factors, which are introduced by



multiplying the nN coupling constant / by a factor [(A2 —/i2)/(A2 +fc2)], where

A is a parameter that represents at once the 7riV form factor and other dynamical

effects, such as multi-meson exchanges. In order to allow for more flexibility, we

use different values of A for the central and tensor components, which are denoted

respectively by Ac and AT • The toy potential is explicitly written as

Vc(r) = -I2H[Uc(T)-SG(T)] (4)

VT(T) = -P(JiUr(T) (5)

where the radial functions have the form

fir n her 2 Ac \M2 /

„ , . / 3 3 \ e-"r h% ( 3 3 \
UT(r) = 1 + — + "T^ F 1 + T - + TT^

.\ fJ.r fi2r2j /IT n3 \ Ayr A.fr2J
Arr

(8)

A discussion about the physical and geometrical meanings of these paramters, as

well as contact with forms used by other authors can be found in refs. (6 and 7).

A major limitation of the toy potential is that it does not include important

dynamical effects such as p and w exchanges. In order to allow then to be introduced

gradually, we write the hybrid potential as the following linear combination of the

toy and TRS potentials

VST(r) = etc,, {zYC(K)F(r) + (1 - z)[Uc(r) - SG(r))} + {xac,PYc(p)

u) + z p2 Yc(Pl r)} F(r) + z P3{1 - F(r)} (9)



)UT{r)} + {xaT,pYT(P)

r)} F(r) + zpo{l - F(r)} (10)

(r) = W (*LS<PYLs(p) + y'au,*, YLS(u) + zp*YLS(pir)}

xF(r) + zp7{l-F(r)} (11)

xF(r) + zps{l-F(r)} (12)

Vl?{r) = z{Pl0Yc(Plr) + PnYc(p)}F(r) . (13)

The components of the TRS potential are written following exactly the notation of

ref. (8) where all the details are found. The parameter x regulates the contribution

of the rho meson to the central and ûensor and tensor components whereas x' is

related to the linear and quadratic spin orbit terms. The variables y and y' play

a similar role for the omega meson. _ The parameter z cotrols the phenomenological

parts of the potential, which include both medium and short range contributions

simulating at once the exchange of two uncorrelated pions, effects associated with

the size of the nucléon and other multimeson processes. The TRS and toy limits are

reached when all the variables are set equal to 1 and zero respectively.

m . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to assess the influence of medium and short range effects over observ-

ables we fixed the 7riV coupling constant at the TRS value g = 13.46598484,

corresponding to / 2 = 0.0779667. We then looked for the value of S that, for

fixed values of all the other free parameters, would yield the TRS binding energy

E = 2.2245 MeV, which is slightly different from that employed in our previous



paper. We have checked our calculations and found that this change of energy does

not influence numerical results.

The main qualitative features of the influence of non pionic dynamics over 77 and

Q are displayed in tig. 1, where toy results are given in the left axis. In sector a we

introduce the contribution of the p meson to the central and tensor components,

by varying the parameter x, and it is possible to see that it lowers the values of

both Tj and Qp/A\. The full contribution of the p meson is obtained by adding

the linear and quadratic spin orbit terms. This is done in sector b, where one notes

a trend opposite to the previous one, yielding an overall tiny increase with respect

to pionic values. The corresponding contributions of the meson a; are displayed in

sectors c and d, where one also finds a cancelation between central, tensor and spin

orbit effects. A better feeling for the extent of this cancelation may be obtained

from table I, where quantitative contributions are presented.

TABLE I

Interpolating Parameters

X

0

1—
1

1

1

1

1

x'

0

0

1

1

1

1

y

0

0

0

1

1

1

y1.

0

0

0

0

1

1

Z

0

0

0

0

0

1

V

0.027221

0.026649

0.027260

0.027322

0.027210

0.026175

QP/Al (fm3)

.37438

.36424

.37459

.37612

.37425

.35511

An interesting feature of our figure and table is that the combined contribution of

p and u exchanges is negligible. This means that dominant corrections to pionic

values are due to the size of the nucléon and other processes such as uncorrelated

two pion exchanges. In the TRS potential these dynamical features are treated by

means of phenomenological parameters. These are introduced in sector e, yielding



the TRS values for the observables. Thus, the main conclusion of this work is that

the knowledge of the deviation between measured and pionic values of rj and Qp/A7
s

may be an interesting source of information for the part of medium range dynamics

not associated with p and w exchanges.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. Non-pionic contributions to r\ and Qp/A2
s. Sectors a and b correspond

to effects due to p exchange in the central and tensor components (sector a)

and in other parts of the potential (sector b). Sectors c and d represent

the same kind of contributions due to the w meson. Other dynamical

effects are represented in sector e.
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